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The author of Great Wine Made Simple now adds great eating to her repertoire, showing how to
enhance the flavor of even the most casual meals with winning wine selections.Most wine
experts’ advice on wine and food pairings consists of rigid rules that apply largely to haute
cuisine and luxury wines. But, in her trademark accessible style, Andrea Immer now takes the
mystery out of choosing wine for food–and vice versa. Great Tastes Made Simple unlocks the
secrets of basic food tastes–sweet, earthy, savory, buttery, tart, and spicy–and their particular
wine affinities.Giving even ordinary meals extraordinary flavor, Immer shows readers how to
bring the flavor alchemy of wine to everyday fare from burgers (with Zinfandel) to macaroni and
cheese (with Rioja Crianza). She calls Pinot Grigio her “tuna helper” and likes barbecued brisket
with Valpolicella. There’s also plenty of more sophisticated eating, including smoked salmon and
Riesling; asparagus hollandaise and Champagne; wild mushroom risotto and California Pinot
Noir, to name a few upscale matches. In fact, there isn’t a food or category of food–including a
panoply of cheeses, ethnic foods, and desserts–for which Immer doesn’t provide a match and
the reasons why they work so well. Chart of mouthwatering pairings and an easy-to-use index
make finding wonderful wine and food combinations a snap.Zeroing in on “wine-loving food”–
those flavors, textures, and cooking techniques that truly dazzle when paired with wine–Immer
demonstrates how to get the maximum enjoyment out of every food and wine encounter. A
selection of twenty recipes–Low Country Shrimp and Grits (think Chardonnay), Beet Risotto
(Pinot Noir), Short Rib Ragù (brawny reds), and Warm Chocolate Torte (Madeira)–provides
delicious examples of wine-loving dishes and cooking techniques that will become part of every
wine-loving cook’s repertoire.Invaluable in restaurant settings and at home, this innovative guide
can make every meal a cause for celebration.

Great Tastes Made Simple sets out to teach regular people how to pair food and wine by doing
just that: pairing food and wine. Andrea Immer asks her readers to cook and uncork and sample
flavors, suggesting that a tasting group of friends and fellow food lovers can be invaluable. Fans
of Immer's excellent Great Wine Made Simple note that her wine tastings can seem daunting,
but they are in fact simple to execute and really do develop a palate. In Great Tastes Made
Simple, Immer offers similar tests to help you think about food and wine. The initial exercise is
irresistibly simple. She suggests opening a Sauvignon Blanc, a Chianti, and an Australian
Shiraz. With that trio, you serve fresh goat cheese, prosciutto, and hummus. Then you try each
wine in combination with each food, and see the emergence of flavors: sweet, earthy, smoky,
fatty, tart, and hot.Rather than organizing the rest of the book around certain wines or certain
foods, Immer groups her recipes by these six flavors. The elegant recipes are intriguing and
usually quite simple (for instance, beet risotto paired with Pinot Noir) and are usually adapted



from chefs Immer has worked with in her wine career. The book is larded with tips and surprises:
there's a peak-of-summer tasting menu organized around tomatoes; Immer calls pumpkinseed
oil "the most wine-loving oil I have ever tasted in my life." Andrea Immer's tastes can be haute,
(for her, a good cheese isn't the best Brie at the supermarket, it's Coach Farm goat cheese via
mail order), but the great thing about her writing is that she always makes the attainment of
these high standards seem utterly manageable. --Claire DedererFrom Publishers
WeeklyDemystifying wine for the American audience is a worthy goal, and here Master
Sommelier Immer (she's one of just 10 women to hold the title) makes an accomplished stab at
a difficult task. In chapters such as "Smoke, Sizzle, Savor," and "Can She Make a Cherry Pie,"
Immer (Great Wine Made Simple) details the right wines to choose for tomatoes, barbecue,
herbal dishes and even Thai takeout. In language that is appealing and approachable, Immer
emphasizes how a good understanding of wine does not require a trip to Europe and buckets of
cash, but rather a simple willingness to try new things. She also offers easy recipes and the
wines to match them, suggesting, for example, a Dry Creek Vineyard Reserve Zinfandel from
California with a "Red and Blue" Short Rib Ragu. Finally, Immer provides handy charts (e.g.,
"Matching Mushrooms, Truffles, and Wine" and "Matching Peak-Sweet Seafood and Wine") and
tasting ideas, such as a comparison of Pinot Blanc and Chianti, so that the novice oenophile can
teach herself to love wine more-or at least fear it less.Copyright 2002 Reed Business
Information, Inc.From the Inside FlapThe author of Great Wine Made Simple now adds great
eating to her repertoire, showing how to enhance the flavor of even the most casual meals with
winning wine selections.Most wine experts' advice on wine and food pairings consists of rigid
rules that apply largely to haute cuisine and luxury wines. But, in her trademark accessible style,
Andrea Immer now takes the mystery out of choosing wine for food–and vice versa. Great Tastes
Made Simple unlocks the secrets of basic food tastes–sweet, earthy, savory, buttery, tart, and
spicy–and their particular wine affinities.Giving even ordinary meals extraordinary flavor, Immer
shows readers how to bring the flavor alchemy of wine to everyday fare from burgers (with
Zinfandel) to macaroni and cheese (with Rioja Crianza). She calls Pinot Grigio her "tuna helper"
and likes barbecued brisket with Valpolicella. There's also plenty of more sophisticated eating,
including smoked salmon and Riesling; asparagus hollandaise and Champagne; wild mushroom
risotto and California Pinot Noir, to name a few upscale matches. In fact, there isn't a food or
category of food–including a panoply of cheeses, ethnic foods, and desserts–for which Immer
doesn't provide a match and the reasons why they work so well. Chart of mouthwatering pairings
and an easy-to-use index make finding wonderful wine and food combinations a snap.Zeroing in
on "wine-loving food"–those flavors, textures, and cooking techniques that truly dazzle when
paired with wine–Immer demonstrates how to get the maximum enjoyment out of every food and
wine encounter. A selection of twenty recipes–Low Country Shrimp and Grits (think
Chardonnay), Beet Risotto (Pinot Noir), Short Rib Ragù (brawny reds), and Warm Chocolate
Torte (Madeira)–provides delicious examples of wine-loving dishes and cooking techniques that
will become part of every wine-loving cook's repertoire.Invaluable in restaurant settings and at



home, this innovative guide can make every meal a cause for celebration.About the
AuthorAndrea Immer, the author of Great Wine Made Simple and Andrea Immer’s Wine Buying
Guide for Everyone (May 2002), is a graduate and the dean of wine studies at The French
Culinary Institute in New York City and the wine columnist for Esquire. She is one of just ten
women in the world to hold the title of Master Sommelier and was the first woman ever chosen
Best Sommelier in America.Formerly the beverage director of Windows on the World, Immer
lives in Stamford, Connecticut.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Introduction“What wine should I drink with …?” remains the eternal question of
consumers and wine professionals alike, about every food and at every level—from wary novice
to wine pro. Why? After all, it’s pretty unlikely anyone ever ruined a meal with the “wrong” wine
choice, isn’t it? I think the answer is as simple as this: most everybody loves to eat. (Many of us
admit we live to eat!) And we spend a great deal of time thinking about enjoying food—not only
in the here and now, but often long before and after the cooking (or ordering) and eating. In fact, I
don’t think it’s an exaggeration to say that the taste and feeling of food have the power to inspire
some of our most vivid memories, our wildest fantasies, and our noblest feats of creativity and
collaboration. For example, H-O-M-E and all its comforts are captured in a single bite of Mom’s
meatloaf. That glinting, inaugural plate of oysters, or first heady whiff of the cheese cart on your
Paris getaway, consummates months of pre-trip escapist longings. And from the Barbecue
Rendezvous in Memphis, to the Gilroy, California, garlic festival, thousands of far-flung strangers
regularly manage, with masterful precision, the complex logistics of gathering to share a giant fix
of a favorite food. Pretty impressive, really.And it’s no wonder we’re so food-obsessed, because
our first mind-blowing mouthful usually happens early on—perhaps a milk-dunked donut or a
particularly well-constructed PB&J. When those flavor stars align, eating is no longer simply
fueling. In terms of taste, you’ve blasted off. And thus begins a lifelong pursuit of that same
ecstasy just about anytime the food and the time at hand permit more than simply a fill-up. We
also happily discover that high-flying flavor potential isn’t limited to a luxury restaurant. It can be
anything, from Mom’s macaroni and cheese to a celebrity chef’s signature lobster bisque. Good
food, plain or fancy, can be a died-and-gone-to-heaven experience.Then comes wine. Like food,
it tastes good and feels good. For most of us, it’s new, vast, ancient, and mysterious. It offers us
a taste of exotic places and flavors (though sometimes at exotic prices, too!). It also brings
uncertainty. But still, we’re very intrigued because we’ve had those out-of-body food
experiences. So we wonder, “Can wine make food even better?” It stands to reason, because we
know that the Europeans, justly famous for their eating and drinking lifestyle, have been enjoying
wine with their meals—daily, not just on special occasions—for millennia. And we’re talking
lunch and dinner. I think every food lover and wine drinker yearns for a shot at those frequent
flavor and pleasure possibilities. I also think that most of us feel stymied by one or more of these
obvious hurdles: wine confusion, cost concerns, and, most frustrating of all, the rules.The first
snag, wine confusion, affects all of us, even Master Sommeliers, to one degree or another. While
it is true that the typical wine label is chock-full of information, quite often the only bits with clear



meaning are “alcohol by volume” and the price tag—hardly enough to clue you in to what the
wine will taste like, or guide you to a potential food partner. And sometimes it’s just enough to
prejudice you against it, too. I think it’s fair to say that few of us like to gamble a lot on whether
we’ll like something we’re about to eat or drink.Even fewer of us are willing to do so when the
money stakes are high, and the fact is that for the average person, drinking wine with dinner
represents a conscious choice to spend more than we’d have to for the typical alternative
beverages—beer, milk, soda, iced tea, you name it. Of course it takes only one or two nice wine
and food experiences to convince most people that the extra expense is well worth it! But still,
the cost consideration is a real incentive for anyone to want to increase his or her odds of pairing
success, and I’ve found that is true regardless of budget. Working in luxury hotels and
restaurants, I’ve waited on my share of moneyed moguls, tycoons, and trust-fund types. They
want good deals, too, especially if they’re trying something new to them, as is so often the case
with wine. It’s universal: everyone wants to feel he or she is getting his or her money’s
worth.Finally, there’s just plain old rookie rule-phobia. We’ve all heard the “red wine with red
meat, white wine with fish” rule. And the wine trade trumpets the so-called classic matches—
luxurious partners like foie gras and Sauternes, prime steak and Cabernet Sauvignon, beluga
and Champagne, oysters and Chablis. While these guidelines are certainly solid, their context is
quite rarefied, when you really think about it: how many of the people you know define “dinner,”
day in and day out, in terms of steak-house splurges and caviar? It doesn’t even sound
appealing for every day, does it? But it probably explains why wine remains on the “special
occasion” shelf for so many Americans. And for more down-to-earth dinners like pasta with
pesto sauce (where’s the beef?), or an omelet (filled with eggplant caviar, if you’re an industrious
cook), the rules leave us high and (literally) dry for a wine match.What is needed when it comes
to wine, food, and the daily dinner routine is a bridge, between the seeming necessity to “know
what we’re doing” and just doing it; between the promise of frequent wine and food pleasure,
and the actuality of pulling it off; between the rules of wine and food matching, and the reality of
what normal people cook, eat, and spend. You can build that bridge easily within the context of
your regular shopping and eating (in or out) routine, regardless of whether you are a casual
consumer or a devoted foodie or wine lover. This book will be your blueprint.How? In my first
book, Great Wine Made Simple, we used easy, pace-yourself wine-tasting lessons to define in
taste terms most anything you might find printed on a wine label, from “barrel fermented” to
Zinfandel. In this book, we’ll take a similar approach using tasting lessons, or really pairing
experiments, that let you explore wine styles, food flavors, and how they interact.You might be
worrying: what am I getting into here? If at first it sounds as if your relaxing dinnertime is about to
be destroyed by drills and doctrine, fear not. These tastings are neither overloaded with tedious
theory and analysis to be studied, nor fraught with execution challenges like expensive bottles,
overwrought recipes, or marathon restaurant sessions. Rather, they are designed for utmost
convenience, so that you can:• Start enjoying wine and food more right now by turning the
mystery of pairingthe two into an everyday, useful activity; and• Increase your pleasure in well-



priced, accessible wines with easily accomplishedmeals. As you’ll see, the best “tuna helper”
comes in a bottle labeled PinotGrigio. And my idea of Cheez Whiz operates under an alias:
Chianti.Simple, Simpler, Simplest:How to Use This Book to Pair Great (-Tasting) Wine and
FoodThink of it this way: you have to eat anyway. Now it can pay off in greater pleasure and
gains in your wine-and-food-pairing confidence. Tasting, rather than “studying,” has enormous
advantages, too. It’s both enjoyable, and keenly memorable. Principles read from a page can fly
right out of your head (if they don’t put you to sleep first!), but smelling, nibbling, noshing,
dipping, chewing, scooping, slathering, savoring, and—hopefully—sharing, each weaves
sensory threads into the fabric of memory, providing the recall that you need to put wine and
food together confidently the next time, and the next.There are several different ways to use this
book, depending on both the particular circumstances and your interest level, from just
scrounging some weeknight chow to planning a “big meal,” from hungry and thirsty human to
impassioned cook or collector—and all points in between. They are:• Look up quick matches
using the book’s Wine and Food Pairing Index, whichwill quickly point you to lots of specific food-
and-wine-pairingrecommendations that you’re highly likely to enjoy.• Train your taste to develop
your own pairing intuition and tap into what’salready there. As I’ll show you, it is much easier than
you think, it’s a lot of fun,and though you may not yet realize it, you are already well up the
learningcurve.• Learn how to use the wine label to predict the style of a wine and its foodaffinity
easily. That’s the insight you need to choose a wine especially suited toa particular dish, or to
plan your menu to complement a specific wine.You might employ just one or all of them at some
point or another. Here is how they work:Making Quick Matches Using the Wine and Food Pairing
IndexWhat wines could you pair with a particular food? Or what foods especially complement a
specific wine type? I developed this index because, as a sommelier, I get asked these types of
matching questions constantly, not just by customers but by trade colleagues, fellow shoppers at
the supermarket checkout, airplane seat-mates, you name it. The index is basically the book’s
“search engine,” allowing you to look up pairing suggestions, by either food or wine. With food,
you can look up key ingredients (like lobster or mushrooms), cuisines (Thai, for example), or
dishes (gumbo, quesadillas), and find specific wine suggestions for them. Or, putting the wine
first, you can look up...Read more
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C. Davis, “Almost the best info... I must say I found it to be useful, especially for the beginner. But
not enough information. Too short and sweet. But if you are just starting out...It is a great starter
tool.”

infosec208, “Great book!. First thing's first - I don't know if I'd classify this as a "beginner" book.
I'll leave that to other reviewers. Everybody's different when it comes to his/her knowledge with
electronics, and I definitely would not want to mislead anyone.That being said, this is really a
great book. Antique Radio Repair 3rd Edition takes the budding antique radio aficionado like
myself from crawl to walk to run. This book combined with the now out of print Antique Radio
Restoration Guide by David Johnson is all you need to get started and take a nonworking radio
from fatigued to fantastic. Mr. Corbin does a great job in the first 50 pages of walking the reader
through two schematics from start to finish, explaining what each part does and why. Perfect.
There were a few instances where I saw symbols on the schematic that I didn't recognize. Not a
big deal at all, and thus my suggestion to find a reference online somewhere. If you can find the
David Johnson book you're further along as to tube types, etc. though.I really can't say enough
good things about this book. The binding is designed so it lays flat on your workspace. That
attention to detail is a big plus. You know Mr. Corbin "practices what he preaches". He also is the
rare author that responds to emails!So do yourself a favor and pick up this book, and while
you're at it pick up the 3 DVDs in the "Bret's Old Radios Presents Antique Radio Restoration"
series. I can't honestly say enough good things about them also (Bret also is someone that
answers emails - not just leaving you to flap in the wind if you have a question). With those DVDs
and this book, you're on your way to repairing that first set....and many many in the years to
come.”

Stephen M. Ripper, “A Must Have For Your Radio Repair Library. There are several good books
available regarding the repair and/or restoration if antique radios and I have most of them. All of
them have their strengths and weaknesses. All of them have added to my knowledge of vintage
radio repair. Antique Radio Repair by Alfred Corbin is one I have recently added to my collection.
There is a significant amount of easy to read technical information and a wealth of lessons
learned during Mr. Corbin's career. If you repair or restore vintage radios, or plan to in the future,
I would recommend you add this book to your collection.”

alfred corbin, “Easy, interesting, educational.. This book is an excellent introduction to the fast-
disappearing art of repairing vacuum-tube radios, mainly of the 1930-1960 era. It is aimed at
anyone with an interest in early electronics, and includes only enough theory to guide the reader
through the fundamentals of radio operation and the failure modes of radio components. It can
be useful to an experienced young engineer or technician as well as an untrained beginner.”



John P. Moir, “This is a "must buy" book. My lifelong experience has been in the construction
engineering field and did not venture into the field of radio, so i was limited in my hands on
knowledge.Alfred Corbin's book has enabled me to feel confident by giving me an insightful look
into many of the problem solving aspects of this endevour. Much like many of the courses taught
in the service the reader, or student, is given a brief history of the course, and then slowly you
are involved in more challenging projects. I highly recommend this book to anyone of any age
who has even the slightest desire to begin learning about antique radio's.
  
Antique Radio Repair and Restoration, 4th Edition”

Philip, “Excellent and user friendly. Al,I just finished your book. I read it in two nights. Fantastic!
It's so refreshing when someone can explain concepts using layman's language. I've been
dabbling in electronics/radio all my life but have always been confused by many concepts. All
the books I've read get very technical and subsequently I get frustrated. I can now look at a
schematic of an AA5 and can finally "see" the flow of electrons through the circuit. I cannot wait
to fix my next radio. I now have a basic understanding of how to troubleshoot which was always
a dead end street for me.Between your book and two others written by Richard McWorther, I
have amassed a wealth of knowledge. All the pieces of the puzzle finally fell in place. If you have
written any other books that you feel would be helpful please let me know.Thanks again Al!!Phil
MMilford, CT”

The book by Homer L. Davidson has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 9 people have provided feedback.
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